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Q: I’m a student, and I love to read the Venerable Master’s
books. I have an important question. The Master has mentioned that there are two lines in the Shurangama Mantra that
can bring forth our wisdom. Could the Venerable Master tell
us what those two lines are? Thank you for your compassionate instruction. Homage to Greatly Kind and Compassionate
Guanshiyin Bodhisattva.
A: Yes, I can tell you, but will you recite them? First tell me that.
Suppose I tell you, and you forget it and don’t recite it. After a while,
you complain, “You told us those two lines, but my wisdom still
hasn’t come forth.” Why hasn’t your wisdom come forth? Well, you
didn’t recite them, so how could your wisdom come forth? Therefore,
if you want to learn them, you have to be mindful of them at all
times. You have to think, “I can go without eating, I can go without
wearing clothes, and I can go without sleeping, but I can’t go without
reciting this mantra.” If you have that kind of resolve, your wisdom
will certainly come forth. If you don’t have that kind of resolve and
are just looking for a quick “fix”, thinking that you’ll obtain a treasure
if I tell you the mantra, then you’ll end up with nothing.
Now I can explain a bit. These two phrases request the Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas to bring forth our wisdom, that is, our true wisdom,
not worldly wisdom. It refers to the Dharma-Selecting Vision that
can distinguish true Dharma from false dharma. These mantric syllables are spoken by the invisible transformation Buddha atop
Shakyamuni Buddha’s crown. All of these mantric syllables are divine,
true, wonderful words. These two lines are saying, “Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, please bless me so I may bring forth great wisdom.”
This mantra is also called “true words” and “divine text”. It is
called “true words” because it does not contain the slightest trace of
falseness. It is called “divine text” because it is from the Brahma Heaven
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and was spoken by Shakyamuni Buddha to rescue Ananda.
But ordinary people do not know how to use it. I will tell
you that since I was little, I went around defeating and
catching monsters and goblins. I’ve encountered probably
over a hundred demonic beings who can take on human
form. They were harming a lot of people everywhere, so
I used the Shurangama Mantra to subdue them. As a
consequence, all the demons wanted to fight me to the
death, and that was when the trouble came. Now, because
I’m getting on in years—perhaps I’m getting to be an old
rogue—I’ve quit fighting them.
Fighting involves the thought of victory and defeat,
And goes in opposition to the Way.
When the four marks arise in the mind,
How can we obtain Samadhi?
Samadhi refers to proper concentration. As
soon as you fight with others, there will be victory and defeat. Either you win and I lose, or I
win and you lose. So fighting involves the thought
of victory and defeat. That contradicts the cultivation of the Way. When the four marks (the
mark of a self, the mark of others, the mark of
living beings, and the mark of a life span) arise,
how can you obtain Samadhi? How can you have
proper concentration? Therefore, we should not
solve problems by force. We should use a peaceful method. We should not fight with each other
for the sake of gain. Everyone should be kind and
courteous. If the country is in harmony, it will certainly
prosper. If people fight, rob and scold one another all the
time, that is really an inauspicious sign.
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(Continued from page 16)
The Buddha’s name is composed of the
privative prefix a- which means un-, plus the
gerundive from the root √kçubh- shake/disturb,
but in its causative form strengthened to kçobhin the present tense, to which is added the gerundive suffix -ya (-yo when inflected for the
nominative case). It means literally Unshakable.
This is Bhaiçajya-guru, Medicine Master,
Buddha, ruler of the Eastern Vajra Division of
the color blue/green for Spring and the element wood.
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